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I’m watching my stories.



Telling stories around a campfire.



Tell me a story mom!



Why is storytelling important?

A story is a narrative that can relay lessons and 
warnings. A method in which we can portray dreams 
of what the future may hold or allow introspection 
on what has occurred in the past. 

- Adele Walsh, Medium



Five elements of a story

• Protagonist
• Antagonist
• Inciting Action
• Conflict
• Resolution



April 9, 1999





It didn’t start out as a podcast

• We wanted to capture the memories.
• We still need to do some type of public event.
• Local media was planning their own 

remembrance pieces.



Recording the memories

• Residents impacted by the tornado
• First responders (current and retired)
• Volunteers who responded to help



Why not a podcast?



Now what?

• We needed someone with 
a good voice.

• 20th anniversary was near.
• What is the story we want 

to tell?



Our Story

• What will the listener relate to?
• How can we touch their emotions?
• How much time do we need to tell a good story?
• Pull out the story but be respectful.



The Episodes

• In The Dark
• The Response
• The Recovery
• Community



Challenges

• Listening to podcasts is different than creating a podcast.
• Underestimated the amount of time to edit.
• Couldn’t include everything.
• No professional recording environment.
• Nervous participants.
• Clinical descriptions from some first responders.
• Getting the podcast listed so the feed was ready on April 9.



What is your story?



The Technical Stuff

Where do we host the podcast?



The Technical Stuff
What recording equipment did we use?



Was it a Success?

• 1,334 downloads as of August 21.
• 60% from Ohio.
• Also tracked on Apple Podcasts.
• Local media coverage helped boost downloads.
• Continues to be downloaded.



It’s not all about the stats

For the City of Montgomery, the attention and 
statistics let us know that we were successful, but 
the more significant win is that the message is 
getting out that no community, no matter how 
small, is immune to a natural disaster.



Questions?
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